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FOREWORD

The Fort Rucker Field Unit of the Army Research Institute provides
timely support to the US Army Aviation Center (USAA%'NC) through research
and development efforts to enhance aircrew perforw,,:nce in the tactical
environment. Because the Army aviator must perform his mission success-
fully with maximum survivability within a high threat environment, the
ARI program of research and development addresses, in some detail, every
stage of the aviator's development.

The research described in this report was conducted in response to a
request from the Deputy for Training Developments, USAAVNC. That request
identified a relatively "short-fuse" requirement to assist in the evalua-
tion of a prototype nap-of-the-earth (NOE) navigation trainer for use as
a locally fabricated device designed to assist in teaching NOE navigation
tecaniques in the unit training environment. The report outlines the
reconnended evaluation methodology and data analysis. Recommendationn
were made as a result of the evaluation.

Research in this area was conducted, in-house, as a part of RDTM
Project 2Q763743A772, Aircrew Performance in the Tactical Environment.

It exemplifies the type of early response often required by operating

agencies who need a basis for operating or research decisions.
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SUITABILITY EVALUATION OF TIE FORT BENNING NOE TRAINER

BRIEF

Requirement:

At the request of the Director of Training Developments of the US
Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC), to evaluatep prototype nap-of-earth (NOE)
training device developed at Fort Benning for possible use at USAAVNC, 7'

p Fort Rucker.

Procedure:

At Fort Rucker,\44 NOE-qualified instructor pilots tried the device
and evaluated its potential training effectiveness along a 24-item,
8-point scale. The scale covered the essential areas of pilot/copilot
familiarization, preflight navigation, realism, minimizing flying hours,
terrain interpretation, and intercrew coordination.

Findings:

Pooled ratings from the instructor pilots indicated that developing
the possibilities of the device would not be cost-effective, in view of
existing devices at Fort Rucker.

Utilization of Findings:

The Director of Training Developments concurred with the recommenda-
tions and no further action was taken on the Fort Benning NOE trainer.



SUITABILITY EVALUATION OF THE FORT BENNING NOE TRAINER

INTRODUCTION

In March 1976 the Aviation Center was informed that the Director of
Educational Technology at the US Army Infantry School had developed a
prototype NOE navigation trainer for use as a locally fabricated Training

Aids Service Office (TASO) device to assist in teaching NOE navigation
techniques in the unit training environment. It was stated that develop-
ment had proceeded to the point that additional efforts were required (1)
to subject the device to proponent assessment on its applicability for
NOE training, and (2) to validate the degree of simulation fidelity
afforded by that prototype design. (The prototype device had been shipped
previously to TASO, Ft. Rucker.) It was requested that tle Army Aviation
Center evaluate this prototype device and make any modifications necessary
to permit its use as a low-cost simulator for training at the unit level.

The history of this device antedates the 1976 message. In fact, an
active project was underway during September and October 1974 to evaluate
the trainer. However, the project was terminated because Ft. Denning
personnel could not overcome technical problems in device design. The
Director of Training Developments (DTD) advised the Commanding General of
the US Army Aviation Center that the Ft. Benning NOE trainer would require
an extensive rebuild effort before it would be ready for re-evaluation.
The Commanding General was further advised that it was doubtful whether
the trainer could be made useful within the pre-established dollar con-
straints ($3,000) for design and construction. The DTD suggested that a
USAAVNC device offered more potential for evaluation than did the Ft.
Benning trainer. It was recommended that the Ft. Benning NOE trainer
evaluation be held in abeyance pending further guidance from TRADOC and a
visit by an interested officer.

The Conmianding General's reply to the DTD required that the Aviation
Center accomplish what it was asked to do, i.e., to evaluate the NOE
trainer as it existed, listing its strengths and deficiencies. The
Comimnding reneral directed that this device not be compared . th the
Ft. Rucker trainer during the evaluation, but be evaluated on its own
merits. Then the DTD was to point out the USAAVNC's abilities to accom-
plish what the Benning trainer was designed to do. The Commanding Gen-
eral's opinion was that a great amount of money had been spent in the
Benning project over the years and that it should show some cupability
immediately or be terminated in favor of better approaches.

When the first evaluation was to take place in tht 1973-74 period,
ARI, then iin Arlington, drafted a preliminary test plan for evaluation
of the training effectiveness of the navigation trainer. This test plan

called for a transfer experiment in which experimental and control groups

would be trained using films and trained in aircraft, and then differ-

ences in performance would be assessed. However, it was not feasible to

conduct an evaluation according to this preliminary draft because tle

NOE trainer, as it was then configured at Ft. Rucker, was in the words

of the DTD, "in need of extensive rebuild effort" before it would be
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ready for evaluation. Ensuing conversation between ARI, Ft. Rucker,
and the DT0 led to the request that a test plan for evaluation of the
training effectiveness of the Ft. Benning NOE trainer be developed 'y
ARI, Ft. Rucker. The guidelines were that an opinion-type survey de-
signed to address six specific areas would be suitable. These six areas
were designated Essential Elements of Analysis, which express the DTD
conceptualization of the claims which the MOE Trainer designer set forth
for the device. Thus, ART, Ft. Rucker was requested to evaluate the
device's effectiveness and determine whether it had the potential to
achieve the advertised claims.

The device's designer claimed that the device could:

I. Familiarize the pilot and copilot with procedures and

techniques of NOE flight.

2. Permit the crew to navigate a course before actual flight.

5. Maintain realism, to a point of near vertigo, through use

of control panels and sound effects.

4. Minimize actual flying hours.

5. Require the employment of terrain interpretation.

6. Teach the crew to maintain intercrew coordination.

Finally it was requested that ARI provide comments on the suitabi-
lity of the Ft. Benning NOE trainer, or another low--cost device presently

available, as an exportable NOE training medium.

With the above information as background, this research problem
review outlines the procedures used in responding to the request from
the Director of Training Developments, US Army Aviation Center.

METHOD

APPROACH

It was recommended that the evaluation be conducted in successive

stages so that the first stage would serve to determine whether tle

second stage was required, and the second stage would determine whether

the third stage was required.

Stage I - Operational Capability. The purpose of this stage was to

determine the operational capability of the device. It was recommended

that a representative from Training Aids Service Office (TASO) and a

representative from Department of Academic Training (DOAT) perform a

thorough examination of the device to consider its mechanical operational

capability. The team from TASO and DOAT would determine whether all

mechanical features designed into the device were operating as specified
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and, If not, the team would determine the requirements necessary to make
the device functional. This9 step waa to Include a determination of
whether tho device had been completely assembled and whether the assembly
had been~ satisfactory. Thie expected output of this stago was a statement
either that the dev'ice wna capable of performing as adv'ertised or of
whether it would be cost beneficial to make tho device operational.

It was altio revouiended that, Af ter the- above --tatie had been cotqletea,
EXAT draft a training prokiram, or qiuide, outliningi ultiipJ.Atted u.-ies fo'r
the dv&.This uzild include, but would not lie liluxted to, AdreNinq
tho tl ssentiAl Clements of alt lysin litited in Ole introduetion. The tan
itbi quide Would also be bWAi tot: subsequent ovaluati~ons and, therefore,
should be written to indicAto its use at' A cOure %.of illstruction. Thits
sitep was deemed necessary because the device Was advertised to acoulplish
mo than map, interpretation, terrain analysis and othox associatod Not
naviqa tion-related ins truc tions.

It Was planned that the- seCC-Ond stage of the evdlUAtionA woUld be ac-
%nlplinhed if the team judcled the devicet. to be ill suitable conditionl.

1t1i II Opera1tional Suital it . The purpone of thin n-,1 w.an
to rate thie device's suitability for acmlhiqthe seven essen-jtialj
e-lements. of anailysis listed in the introduotion, and to ran!; these seven
itemu a-, to their appropriateneas as design criteria. Thin staqe wVan
desitqlld to bie conduc-ted by NO-qialified instructor pilots (Irs) fromn
the'. Department of U'ndergraduate Flig~ht Traininki (DUIT)

Thet expected outcome of this stage was a ratluti scale and a ranking
vocale which ccould answer the question of whether it wasi necessary to
continue the evaluation ',, include a formal trantifer of training study
(Stage 111) . If a forvAl tranafer of trainingi study proved to,, be
required, Stage Ill wasn to have been implemented.

tximV~l vusenrTION INVEN'1\)Y

A Device DOSCr~.ption InlvesnLoty, Atta-.hed av A1111kimlix A, WAs consitructed
for use by IPs to determine the device's suitability for the trAninq
outlined in the seven essential elettents of analysis. The Inventory was
designed to olioit the opinions of thle experienced NM instructor pilots
and provide for both ratings and ratikings, and in addition, to provide
the opportunity for writtenl -onuslents.

Items or stems were developed after interviewingj sevoral instructor
pilots to datermine the requirements of N%.E trcliniL.-g. This ensured
accuracy of the items stating the requirements for NO,-) navigation, etc.

it is possible thlis device was "over designed" to the extent that its
inventor envisioned one or more roles as necessary or useful to the de-
fined, task thlough that role actually waL not necessary. Thus, the
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op rtunity fur ranking the importance of the elements was also pro-
vided. Therefore, the ranking procedure served to determine whether
the favorable 1oints of the device were also neces~sary and sufficient
for NOE training.

Twnty-tour items were pooled for the final form of the Inventory.
Each item was designed to cover at least one of the essential elements.
Table 1 11ts te es.ential elements and indicates the items which
apply to 'each element.

Table I

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS AND ASSOCIATED ITMlIS

Element Item

Familiarize pilot and copilot with
procedures and techniques of NOE 1-8

Navigation of a proposed course before
actual flight 10

Realism to a point of near-vertigo 20-21

Realism through the use of control
panels and sound effects 22-24

MInimize actual flying hours 9,13,14,16,18

Terrain interpretation 11,12

Intercrew coordination 15,17,18
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The Inventory rating scale was composed of statements concerning

the capability of some aspect of the device, and subjects were to indicate
how well a statement described or "fit" what the subject experienced
in the device. A ratinq of 1 or 2, based on the subject's experience,
would indicate that the item was a poor descriptor of the device;
-;c,-res. of 7 or 6 would mean that the item waN a very good descriptor of
the device. The intermediate degrees of fit are open to interpretation.

APPARATUS

The trainer was designed to simulate a U-1 helicopter cockpit. It
wa-; constructed of plywood with crude instruments and controls attached.
A 1Lne, motion picture projector, mounted on the top of the cockpit, pro-
vides the visual display. The entire cockpit is placed in front of a
hemispheric screen and the subjects view filmed NOE routes which are
projected onto the screen.

RESULTS

Representatives of DOAT mavde the decision that Stage I would be
delayed. It was felt that the NOE trainer had been constructed as well
as it could be and it was desirable to test it as it stood. Therefore,
this report documents the results obtained after Stage II was conducted.

Forty-four instructor pilots were recruited; they reported in groups
of three to act as subjects.

The metric selected for determining the rating of each essential
element of analysis was tl.e proportion of responses for each of the
eiqlht possible ratings for each item. As indicated in Table 1, several
items were used, in most cases, to assess opinion concerning each of
tle essential elements. Therefore, the proportion of responses for
any element was determined by summing the responses of each item used
to assess an element and dividing by the total number of subjects re-
sponding to the items. Table 2 shows the proportion of responses for
each of the rating numbers for each essential element.

Examination of the data indicated that a better interpretation of
the responses would be obtained if ratings of 1, 2, and 3 were pooled
and likewise ratings of 6, 7, and 8 for each element. This enlarged
the "fits poorly" and "fits well" categories making for more definitive
categories. Table 3 shows the results of this pooling.
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Table 2

PROPORTIONS OF RESPONSES FOR ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS

Fssential Flements Proportions for Each Rating
of Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Pilotleopilot fa Uiarization .51 .14 .15 .08 .04 .04 .006 .03

Navigation of course before
flight .26 .16 .14 .11 .11 .14 .07 .02

Realism to a point of near-
vertigo .26 .16 .24 .11 .03 .07 .05 .08

Reltism through control

panels, etc. .t6 .05 .19 .03 0.0 .03 .01 .02

,Minimize actual flying hours .24 .19 .'2 .13 .05 .08 .06 .04

Terrain interpretation .17 .14 .18 .16 .08 .18 .09 0.0

Intercrew coordination .1Q .19 .25 .17 .05 .05 .07 .03

Table 3

POOLED PROPORTIONS OF RESPONSES FOR ESSENTIAL ELMENTS OF ANALYSIS

Pooled Porportions
Essential Elements (Fits Poorly) (Fits Well)

of Analysis 1-2-3 6-7-8

P1 lot/cpollt fa-miliarization .80 08

Navigation of course before flight .56 .23

Realism to a point of near-vertigo .66 .20

Realism through control panels, etc. .90 .06

Minimize actual flying hours .65 .18

Terrain interpretation .149 .17

Intercrew coordination .63 .15

6
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As Table 3 shows, the instructor pilots rated the device rather low
on each of the essential elements. Even in those cases where the ratings
had a higher spread (e.g., Terrain Interpretation and Navigation of a
Course before Flight) the proportions of responses rating the device
high were not impressive.

The subjects were also asked to rank each of the e:. ential elements
of analysis, estimating the importance of each element to NOE training.
Table 4 shows the results of this ranking.

Table 4

RANK ORDER OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS ACCORDING TO ESTIMATED IMPORTANCE

Element Rank

Pilot/copilot familiarization 2

Navigation of course before flight 3

Realism to a point of near-vertigo 7

Realism through control panels, etc. 5

Minimize actual flying hours 6

Terrain interpretation I

Intererew coordination 4

A coefficient of concordance was computed for the ranking, to
determine the degree of agreement among the instructor pilots. The
results indicated no significant agreement among the raters as to the
rankings assigned above.
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DISCUSSION

To supplement the data above, the instructor pilots were also
asked whether any design criteria could or should be eliminated. (Such
an elimination would reduce the attempted scope of coveraqe of the de-
vice and thus enable concentration on some essential elements to improve

its suitability in these areas.) The number of responses was small and
consequently the result was not conclusive. Nonetheless, six subjects
suggested eliminating element 1, four suggested eliminating element 2,
sixteen suggested eliminating element 3, eleven would eliminate element 4,
nine would eliminate element 5, one would eliminate element 6 and one
would eliminate element 7.

In addition, the instructor pilots were asked if improvements to
this device were necessary. Of the forty-four subjects, forty-one (93%)
responded that improvements would be necessary. Subjects were asked
if these improvements would make the device acceptable if it was not
currently acceptable. Twenty-nine (66%) indicated that improvements
would make it acceptable, and nine (20%) indicated improvements would
not make the device acceptable. Subjects were also asked if they would
recommend further testing of the device. Thirty-four (77%) indicated
further testing would be advisable; eight (18%) recommended no further
testing.

Subjects were asked for their opinions of the device and, when appli-
cable, for statements explaining why they rated the device 1 or 2. The
subjects felt, for several reasons, that the device was ineffective but
that it had some possibilities. Twenty-seven (61%) subjects stated a
preference for sound, which was not present. Twenty (45%) subjects
noted that the film was not realistic or of poor quality. As for the
instrument panel, nineteen (43%) said it was either too dark or not
present. Eighteen (41%) subjects expressed a desire to have control
of the device's movement. Twenty-four (55%) subjects stated that the
film gave a false judgment pattern for rotor clearance and tail boom
clearance. Many stated that the importance of the side view had been
neglected because it was not shown. Nineteen subjects noted that the
controls were not connected. On nine occasions, terrain elevation and
control were pointed out as being false. Thirteen subjects felt the
device was not realistic, and eighteen suggested that the film's airspeed
was too fast or that it did not show maneuvers. On balance, each of these

essential elements of analysis was rated low, suggesting that the device

did not appropriately accomplish the designers'purposes. Furthermore:
the subjects commented on several occasions that the device was designed
to accomplish a type of NOE training which was not then being taught.

In other words, NOE training is not taught the way the device is designed.
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1. Although nuh.ectfa indiceatekit Cor tho twa~t part, that the devicei
ahuld be developed becakiao it- had some rptiltion, tvirther keelopj
mtent of Ole Ft 1bellhill NOE~ trainer WoUhi not be %:%.)t belleticial cc dh-
oritiq that existing deviven~ ill use at r~t, Ruck~er p'rovide, efective Armiy

2. Trhis devico does noet have the capabiity, ill the topillionl -,) the
141OLSe to pr~ovide the Ma'p I ttrpNIetAtiL)I ald terr~ill allikySit; MI~entiAl
to N0L9 trailling. A NAI il oprotatioll Alld terralh aUmly~3ig VcOwrsI
(HITAC) is currently taught at Ft. Wickor an part of Ole platCori it%-
struction by the Departmiient of Academ~ic Traininig. Th~is eolrs was %:on-
structed and Itmplemelted after the NOE, trainer was dowloped aild the
MITAC along With othir F~t. lueker trainorni, shtauld sffice..



APPENDIX A

DEVICE DESCRIPTION INVENTORY

FT BENNING NOE TRAINER

Instructions: The Ft Benning NOE trainer is designed to provide or

enhance training in six areas. This inventory is designed to elicit

your opinion of the trainer's effectiveness (or estimated effective-

ness) as an NOE trainer in each of the six areas. This inventory has

been divided into two categories and each category has one or more

statements which relate co the trainer's estimated effectiveness. You

are to express your opinion as to how well the statements describe the

observed or estimated performance of the trainer by placing a check mark

in the appropriate box.

1
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I. FAMILIARIZATION OF PILOT AND COPILOT Fits Intermediate Fits
WITH PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES OF NOE Poorly Degrees of Fit Well
FLIGHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Pilot could be easily familiarized
with out ofg round effect hover check [ ] [ [ ] [ fill ] [ [

2. Pilot could be easily familiarized
with NOE pop-up maneuver I[ ] 1 [ ] [ [ [I

3. Pilot and copilot could be easily
familiarized with helicopter hand-
ling qualities at NOE altitudes [ Ii[l [ j f] [

4. Pilot and copilot could be easily
familiarized with main rotor obstacle
clearance problems so as to enhance
rotor clearance ludgement I I f 1 f 1 ][I [ [ I _]

5. Pilot and copilot could be easily
familiarized with tail boom clearance
clearance ludgement I I I I f I I I f f ] [ ] LI[

6. Pilot and copilot are present suffic-
ient information so that they could
be easily familiarized with NOE
emergency procedures [ f[] ] [[ [ [

7. Pilot and copilot could be easily
familiarized with NOE takeoff maneuver [ 1 [ ] [ ] [ 1 [ ] [ 1 [ ] ]

8. Pilot and copilot could be easily
familiarized with NOE deceleration/
quick-stop maneuver _[ I [ I [ I 1 1. 1 f I r I [

9. Sufficient familiarization can be
obtained to minimize the number of
flying hours needed to learn the
maneuvers above [ I [ [ 1 ] [ I f] [ 1 1

10. The pilot and copilot could obtain
sufficient familiarization such that
they could learn to navigate a pro-
posed course before actual flight [ I I I I I f [ I [ [ [
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Fits Intermediate Fits
Poorly Degrees of Fit Nell

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

11. Principles of terrain analysis
could be easily taught in the
trainer

12. Principles of map interpretation
could be easily taught In the
trainer [ l,[] 1 [ if]

13. As a result of training in the
device, flying time to learn
terrain analysis principles
could be minimized [] [ [ [j ]

14. As a result of training in the
device, flying time to learn map
Interpretation principles could be
minimized [l] [ ] [][ ][ [ [

15. Pilot and copilot could easily
learn to coordinate cockpit
activities required for flying
and maneuvering an aircyaft at NOE I f [ [I I I [ f I[]

16. This device can provide sufficient
inter-crew coordination to minimize
actual flvin hours [ ] [ ][] ] ] i [ [

17. Pilot and copilot could easily
learn inter-crew coordination
for navigationg at NOE [ f l f f fil I)

18. This device could provide suffic-
ient inter-crew coordination train-
ing for navigating NOE to minimize
actual flyinS hours [ [I ] [ 1 f [ I]

19. This device would be suitable as
an NOE trainer for other active
Army, Reserve and National Guard
Flight Facilities []f[ ]] ][ ][] ]

13



Fits Intermediate Fits
Poorly Degrees of Fit Well

11. RAISH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

20. This device is realistic to a
point of near vertigo [ f f f f f f

21. The visual display is highly
roluntie lll ltf rf

22. 'M1e instrument panels are
hlhlv realtstic f I r l l[

23. Controls are highly realistic . [ ] [ [ 1 [ ] J] [] ][

.4. Sound effects are highly
realist1ic [111 r 1 [ 1 1 [ 1 r [

111. In this space please explain any rating 1 or 2. Write hw mmber of the
,,vateient and your reason for the rating.
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V. This device was not designed to teach the principles of navigation,
map interpretation or terrain ana lysis. Should it do so? What other
functions or purposes does this device naed in order to enhance its
training effectiveness for NOE?

V1. Y S NO

1. Are improvements to this device necessary? [ ] [ I

2. Would these improvements make it acceptable if it's not? [ I [ ]

3. Would you recommend further testing of the device? [ ] [ ]
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